In this article, we utilize the corresponding parallelisms between rational coefficient multinomial and integral coefficient multinomial and between the integral coefficient multinomial and positive rational number to translate the problem of divisibility of the rational coefficient multinomial into the problem of multiplication cross operation among positive rational numbers. This method can determine the divisibility and obtain the quotient.
Introduction
As we know, any one positive integer m can be implemented by prime factorization and its formula of prime factorization is In the same way, to any positive rational number q, we can obtain same conclusion.
Lemma 1: Any one positive rational number q can be denoted as
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The summation cross operation between 1 q and 2 q is
Main conclusions
To the integer coefficient multinomial 
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(2) In (1), the sufficient and necessary condition of ( ) ( ) g x f x is 1 r q = .
(3) In (1), the sufficient and necessary condition of ( ) ( ) g x f x is f g h= ⊗ .
Example
Example: Determine whether 
About the divisibility of rational coefficient multinomial, we only need translate rational coefficient multinomial into integer coefficient multinomial, i.e. the reducible problem of rational coefficient multinomial in the rational number field is coincident with the reducible problem of integer coefficient multinomial in the integer loop.
Conclusions
The method in the article is only a sort of theoretic method, and it is very difficult to use it to determine the divisibility of multinomial in practice, and this new way can also be used to discuss other problems about multinomial.
